
Kitchen Disco Clare Foges - The Ultimate
Guide to a Fun-filled Culinary Night

Are you tired of the monotonous cooking routine, preparing meals in the silence
of your kitchen? Do you long for a burst of joy, music, and dancing to make your
cooking experience memorable?
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Look no further! We present you with an extraordinary solution - Kitchen Disco by
Clare Foges, a book that will transform your cooking space into a thrilling
dancefloor!
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About Kitchen Disco Clare Foges: A Brief Overview

Kitchen Disco is a delightful children's picture book written by Clare Foges and
illustrated by Al Murphy. Published in 2014, the book takes you on an exciting
adventure, where everyday fruit and vegetables come to life and groove to the
music.

In a highly imaginative and entertaining way, Kitchen Disco introduces children to
the charming concept of their kitchen turning into a disco after dark. From
tomatoes doing the conga to cucumbers shaking their maracas, the storyline
unfolds through vibrant illustrations and catchy rhymes.

Clare Foges' playful and rhythmic writing style captures the essence of a lively
disco, making reading an interactive experience for children. Filled with energy
and excitement, this picture book has become a favorite among kids and adults
alike.

Why Kitchen Disco is a Must-Read
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Kitchen Disco offers more than just a captivating story. It has the potential to
introduce children to the joy of cooking and healthy eating. By showcasing
various fruits and vegetables, it promotes their importance in a fun and engaging
way.

As parents, it can be challenging to encourage children to eat a balanced diet.
However, Kitchen Disco's imaginative characters and lively illustrations make
vegetables and fruits come alive in a way that makes them irresistible and
exciting.

Additionally, the book provides an excellent opportunity to enhance children's
rhythm and language skills. The rhymes and rhythm utilized throughout the story
allow children to explore various sounds and words, enhancing their vocabulary
and language development.

How to Organize Your Own Kitchen Disco

Now that you're intrigued by the wonders of Kitchen Disco, why not plan a thrilling
Kitchen Disco night of your own? Follow these steps to create a memorable
culinary experience:

1. Set the Tone:

Pick your favorite upbeat songs and create a playlist that will get everyone
dancing. Ensure that you have speakers or a portable music player in your
kitchen to enjoy the best sound quality.

2. Decorate the Dancefloor:

Transform your kitchen into a disco haven! Hang shimmering lights, colorful
streamers, and balloons to recreate the enthusiasm of a real dancefloor.



Encourage everyone to wear their most dazzling disco outfits to make the
experience even more fun.

3. Prepare Disco-inspired Snacks:

Create a menu filled with delicious, healthy snacks that are perfect for your
Kitchen Disco night. Fruit kebabs, vegetable platters with tasty dips, and
smoothies can keep everyone grooving without feeling weighed down.

4. Engage in Dance Battles:

Encourage everyone to showcase their best dance moves! Set up a mini dance
battle where different family members or friends can compete against each other.
Award prizes for the most creative dance style or the funniest moves.

5. Capture the Moments:

Don't forget to document the night's fun and laughter! Take plenty of photos and
videos to reminisce about this unique experience later. Share them with family
and friends to inspire them and spread the joy of Kitchen Disco.

Kitchen Disco by Clare Foges is a masterpiece that combines the joy of cooking,
healthy eating, and imaginative storytelling. With its infectious rhythm and vibrant
illustrations, this book has become a favorite among children, captivating their
hearts and minds.

By organizing your own Kitchen Disco night, you can bring the magic of the book
to life and create long-lasting memories with your loved ones. So put on your
dancing shoes, gather your fruits and vegetables, and let the Kitchen Disco
begin!
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At night when you are sleeping There's a party in your house,
It's a pumping, jumping, funky bash
When all the lights go out . . .

When the sun goes down, the Kitchen Disco starts up - and all the fruit in the fruit
bowl come out to play. There are lemons who break-dance, tangerines who twirl
and some very over-excited apples.

Kitchen Disco is a zany and hilarious rhyming picture book for young children,
featuring a stunning holographic foil spread in the middle of the book.

'A party season essential.' The Times

'Absurdly catchy account of what the fruit gets up to when the household sleeps.'
Metro
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